ABOUT THE FILMMAKER – US Producer/Director, Laurel Chiten

*Just One Drop* is the latest controversial health documentary from multi-award winning American filmmaker, Laurel Chiten.

Chiten has been making headlines for more than 20 years with provocative documentaries such as her 1994 Emmy-nominated film *Twitch and Shout* which tells the story of people living with Tourette Syndrome.

Her fifth, major documentary is *Just One Drop* – a film that examines the hot health topic of homeopathy. A complementary medicine used by more than 200 million people worldwide and 1 million people in Australia.

Chiten spent eight years researching and producing the documentary around the world – including here in Australia.

Chiten examines the history, patients and physicians who use homeopathy, the research, evidence and growing controversy – including in Australia where a major report is now the subject of a complaint to the Commonwealth Ombudsman.

Chiten interviews supporters and skeptics and says the film’s objective is to educate audiences and raise awareness.

Her high-profile films have screened around the world including at film festivals, universities and medical schools. She’s been nominated for an Emmy and been broadcast on PBS’s Emmy winning national series, Independent Lens and POV. Chiten is the CEO of Blind Dog Films.

*** ENDS ***

The Just One Drop trailer can be found [http://www.justonedropfilm.com/trailer/](http://www.justonedropfilm.com/trailer/)
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